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Community Meeting #5 

Event Summary 
Unincorporated Hillsborough County 
Commercial-Locational Criteria Study 

COMMUNITY MEETING THREE INFORMATION 

Date:   Tuesday, August 30, 2022 @ 6:00 pm 

Format:  Hybrid (In-Person and Go To Webinar) 

COMMUNITY MEETING ATTENDEES 

Planning Commission Staff 

1. Lionel Fuentes 

2. Yassert Gonzalez 

3. David Hey 

4. Melissa Lienhard 

5. Andrea Papandrew 

S&ME, Inc. Staff 

6. Patricia Tyjeski 

Virtual Attendees 

7. Barbara Aderhold 

8. Chanda Bennett 

9. Jeanette Berk 

10. Michael Brooks 

11. Ramond Chiaramonte 

12. David Coleman  

13. Jake Cremer 

14. Amber Dickerson 

15. Bill Van Emburg 

16. Barbara Fite  

17. Cheryl Fitzpatrick 

18. Nathan Hagen 
19. Catherine Hartley 

20. Ronnie King 

21. Blaise Lelaulu 

22. Matt Lettelleir 

23. Grace McComas 

24. David Mechanik 

25. Jessica Nason 

26. Yvonne Stoker 

27. Krystian Walsh 

In-Person Attendees 

28. Kami Corbett 

29. Todd Josko 

30. Ron Weaver 

31. Nicole Neugebauer 

COMMUNITY MEETING SUMMARY 

The fifth Community Meeting for the 
Unincorporated Hillsborough County Commercial-
Locational Criteria (CLC) Study was held in-person in 
the Plan Hillsborough Room at County Center (601 E 
Kennedy Blvd, 18th Floor, Tampa, FL, 33602) and 
virtually via Microsoft Teams on Tuesday, August 30, 
2022, from 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm. There were four 
participants in the room and eighteen online, not 
including staff. 

Planning Commission Staff started the meeting by thanking the participants for their attendance and 
explaining the purpose and format of the meeting. Yassert Gonzalez, PC Economics, Demographics, and 
Research Manager, took attendees through a presentation (see slides attached) which contained the 
proposed CLC language and asked the participants to provide comments or questions on each slide. The 
comments and questions would then be compiled into a matrix and PC Staff and the consultant would 
provide written responses to each comment. 

This document contains a summary of the comments received. Please refer to the comments matrix for 
more detailed comments.  
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Discussion  

The participants expressed concern with the format of the meeting. They expected the meeting to be a 

conversation, rather than a forum to provide comments and questions and ere frustrated that they 

could not get answers to all their questions during the meeting. A participant also noted that the 

language of Objective 22 is not easily understood by the regular citizen. 

CLC Intent (Objective 22). Some of the comments received included: 

1. A participant asked if a market study had been conducted to justify the changes to the CLC.  

2. Others noted that they do not agree with the intent of CLC to address just neighborhood 

commercial and felt it should apply to all commercial and were not sure how the new language 

would prevent strip commercial.  

3. A participant asked what would be allowed between nodes (along corridors). 

4. A participant stated that he does not agree with taking out general retail uses and focusing on 

neighborhood commercial and personal services only. Some retailers will not succeed unless 

they have a critical mass of stores.  

5. A participant stated that the proposed definition for strip commercial encompasses all retail as 

they all have front parking, multiple driveways, and depend on automobile traffic. 

Recommended considering a more reasonable definition. 

Future Land Use Categories (Policy 22.1). Someone in the audience suggested that perhaps the CLC 
shouldn’t apply outside the Urban Area.  

CLC Requirements Table (Policy 22.2). A participant suggested addressing office uses in the table.  

Location (Policy 22.3.a). Participants questioned whether the Context Classification map was readily 
available and if the map depicts future road funding. 

Maximum Building Size Per Quadrant (Policy 22.3.d). A resident stated that she supports the maximum 
size of 20,000 sq. ft. in the rural area. Questions were raised on what happens when there is existing 
development on a site. Someone suggested a side-by-side comparison of adopted vs proposed square 
footages.  

Maximum Building Size Per Business/Tenant (Policy 22.3.e). Some comments received include: 

1. A participant asked where the maximum square footages come from and if there is a 

justification for each.  

2. It was noted that TJ Maxx has a new line of stores, Homesense, which are 28,000 sq. ft. and they 

have been putting them in neighborhoods.  

3. A participant stated that Publix stores are in the 50K to 62K size range, and the PC should 

consider allowing grocery stores to exceed 50K in certain situations.  

4. Someone felt that the PD process already in place works well to control development.  

Minimum Separation (Policy 22.3.f). A question was asked regarding how the distance is measured and 
if it was based on zoning or actual development. 

Land Uses (Policy 22.4.a). The following comments/questions were made: 

1. Some people were not clear on how uses would be classified. 

2. A participant suggested limiting uses that could potentially impact groundwater quality and 

quantity. 

3. Why did we go from 0 to 4 gas pumps allowed? 
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4. Drive-through facilities should be allowed as some businesses offer only drive-through lately (no 

dine-in offered). It was suggested that buffering, queuing, single window restrictions, and 

architectural design could address the impacts of drive-through facilities. 

5. Some people expressed concern with limiting office uses or requiring them to go through a 

Future Land Use Map (FLUM) amendment, especially considering that FLUM amendments 

require a supermajority vote. 

Building Placement (Policy 22.4.b). A participant noted that some studies have pointed out that parking 
in the rear of a site can be dangerous. Some projects will not be feasible because of this requirement. 
Not convinced that the suburban areas of the County are ready to see pedestrian friendly 
developments. 

Site Access and Circulation (Policy 22.4.c). A participant noted that this was contrary to the PC position 
that commercial access cannot be from a local street.  

Compatibility (Policy 22.4.d). A participant noted that Item 22.4.d refers to “transitioning uses and/or 
buffering” – the “and” may force people to build uses that they don’t need. Should be just “or.” 

Building Design (Policy 22.4.e). Someone asked where the building design provisions came from. 
Several people mentioned that they were too general, difficult to enforce, and should be in the Land 
Development Code instead. 

Special Districts (Policy 22.4.f). It was suggested that the term be changed to “overlay district.” 

CLC Rezoning Criteria (Policy 22.5). Several people noted that the list contains items that would be 
required whether they are listed or not (compliance with Comprehensive Plan). 

Waivers (Policy 22.6). Participants felt that only allowing waivers to two items was unrealistic. Flexibility 
will be needed to address particular situations. One participant, however, noted that she was opposed 
to allowing a waiver from the maximum square footage provision. 

Existing Development (Policy 22.7). Someone questioned if this section referred to existing 
“developments” or zoned but undeveloped nodes. 

FLUM Amendment Option (Policy 22.8). One participant noted that the current system (rezoning to PD) 
instead of changing the Future Land Use Map offered an advantage as PD rezonings involve a site plan. 

Office Development/Infill (Policy 25.4). Don’t agree with allowing offices only on sites that are 
“unsuitable” or “undevelopable” as they are also needed in neighborhoods. Someone else suggested 
noting that the 5-acre minimum site size should be “net” size. 

Closing and Next Steps  

Yassert stated that the next community meeting will be held on October 18. Two weeks before (October 
4), Planning Commission staff will make the comments matrix available for review. The Planning 
Commission hearing is scheduled for December 12. 

A participant suggested a different format for the next community meeting. They are being asked to 
comment on specific policies but have overarching concerns with what is driving this effort. They want 
to have a dialog to be able to reach a different solution to address the problem.  
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MEETING PRESENTATION 
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